Radio is still a promising business, therefore graduates of Vocational Education
Introduction
The competitive landscape of Broadcast radio has changed dramatically since new audio technologies, such as satellite and web radio, as well as music downloading media (MP3's and iPod's) and mobile music services or mobile multimedia devices (cellphones and PDA's) have transformed the listening environment to consume radio.
Yet, in the first decade of the new millennium, broadcast radio continues to hold its own in the face of many new competing audio technologies and the seismic shifts in In Indonesia, Television still dominates and became the main media, followed by the Internet that grew very rapidly in various age segments. This situation raises various assumptions about the existence of broadcasting radio, whether or not Radio is still has appropriate listeners and a promising business. Fortunately the assumptions were answered by The Nielsen Radio Audience Measurement (RAM) survey that the radio still has a loyal audience. Nielsen RAM is a radio hearing survey of over 8,400 respondents aged 10 and over in 11 cities in Indonesia ( Jakarta, Bandung, Jogjakarta, Semarang, Surakarta, Surabaya, Denpasar, Medan, Palembang, Makassar and Banjarmasin) [14] .
This survey conducted in the third quarter of 2016 that show 57% of total radio listeners are from Generation Z and Millennials or future consumers. Currently 4 out of 10 radio listeners listen to the radio through a more personal mobile phone device.
Nielsen RAM noted, although the internet grew rapidly in this quarter, it does not mean radio penetration is decreasing. Nielsen told that penetration of television media (96%), Outdoor Media Room (52%) and Internet (40%), while radio penetration rate is quite high, about 38%. This weekly penetration rate shows that radio media is [14] .
The use of cell phones to listen to the radio is due to the listening application of radio through smartphones both based on IOS or Android. How big a promising business for Radio broadcasting has now lead to digital radio broadcasting where digital radio is different from online radio. On the online radio, listeners need to connect with internet connection to enjoy radio broadcasting, while digital radio does not need internet.
Features on digital radio even this more, not only sound, but also can display text and images in the radio menu screen. Now the criteria of radio crews such as announcers, producers, scriptwriters, and so on are also changing. Previously the criteria to be an announcer is only needed a good voice, now radio announcers must have an attractive appearance or good looking. Most of radio stations in Indonesia have already its own application and website. They try to be present in every platform. For example, Radio Prambors has got special content on YouTube. The challenge is how to prepare different content for each platform, Radio is not only relies on advertising revenue on analog radio as well, but is beginning to extend revenue sources to digital radio, hold events, and more. [6] Based on interviews with Chandra Novriadi, Head of Research and Development Division of National Private Radio Association of Indonesia (PRSSNI) and Director of Radio Female and Commissioner of PT Masima Cipta Karya, the holding company of a group of companies in the field of radio broadcasting, that nowadays the media content is not to be broadcast through terrestrial distribution channels only, but also through other distribution platforms namely Twitter, Instagram, Path, YouTube and Facebook. Therefore the radio scriptwriter or content writer is currently split into two different people, the scriptwriter for the broadcast to be delivered by the announcers through the terrestrial channel, and another manages the script or content for social media.
Both contents should be integrated. [19] The selection of these five platforms is because based on Nielsen's research, the radio listener's contribution is dominated by 38% millennials, x generation with 28%, and 19% z generation. While the radio listeners in the silent generation and baby boomers are relatively few, each contributing only 2% and 13%. And this millennial generation also proved to be the largest smartphone users who use the application Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, and Path. [6] Radio is using the five platforms, is also because of the increasing number of their users. The number of Facebook users in Indonesia has increased compared to, at the end of 2014, the number of monthly active users Facebook in Indonesia is still recorded as 77 million, in 2015 rose to 82 million users, while in the first 2 quarters of 2016 the users has reached to 88 million, said Sri Widowati, Head of Facebook Indonesia. [10] While Instagram users in Indonesia is numbered 22 million monthly users. [8] . Twitter users in Indonesia reach 50 millions users in 2016 and being the biggest three in the world before US and India. [9] Path as the fourth platform used by radio has the largest number of users coming from Indonesia. At the end of 2013 alone Path users worldwide is 20 million users, and 4 million of them are from Indonesia. [15] . The 
Conceptual Framework
Radio is a mass media that is personal. Writing a script for radio broadcasting should be short and simple. A scriptwriter must write for the ears not for the eyes, however we learn how to write at the very beginning is to write for the eyes. The words should not be the words of the sensational tabloid newspapers, but the script writer should not be afraid of using informal language when appropriate. A good story will almost write itself. A radio script writer should write as we speak, whether in colloquial English or Indonesia, should write with short sentences and one thought per sentence. [1] Writing words to be heard by the ear is quite different from words to be read by the eye. The layout of sentences, their order and construction has to be thought through in order to be totally clear and unambiguous at their first hearing. The listener does not have the possibility of re-hearing something. It must make sense first time, and this places a special responsibility on the radio writer. So whether we are writing a 15-minute talk, a one-minute voice piece or a cue to a recorded interview, the basic 'rules' of radio writing -and the pitfalls -need to be simply stated. [4] Radio Script Requirements are as mention follows: [4] 1. Use speech and personal language (write the way you talk) The 2nd ICVHE 7. Avoid third person pronouns.
8. The mention of the age of a person if it is needed only, but must be written completely not like in the printed media news in brackets 9. Number writing:
• For the numbers 1 to 11 are written with the letter. For example, 'Eleven hours after the plane was declared lost....'.
• For numbers above 11 are written with letters. For example, '35 days before the elections...'.
• For very large numbers are written with a combination of numbers and letter.
For example, 'As many as 75 thousand people meet at Gelora Senayan...'.
Social Media used by radio are Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Path and YouTube.
Path, YouTube, and Instagram is the medium of image or video, then there should be someone who can make graphic design, photo or video. So to be a social media content manager, one should be able to photograph, create video and graphic design.
The person is in a Digital Media sub department. Under the Content Manager, which also supervise the Radio and Mobile Apps Department. [19] In the curriculum taught today, for 14 meetings, students are taught only to write the script to be delivered by the announcers for analog radio or terrestrial distribution channel. The materials for video and photos have been obtained in photography and videography courses. The broadcasting students did not get the graphic design material. While the advertising students got two graphic design courses, but they did not get any videography and video editing material. Although they got the advertising photography, they still need the videography.
Methodology
This study used a qualitative approach, which is an approach to doing researchoriented on the symptoms that are natural. Therefore, the nature of this research and basic or naturalistic naturalness nature and cannot be done in a laboratory but had to plunge in the field. [5] The method used to collect data is by conducting in-depth interviews and observation. [3] Observations have done first, is to monitor the integrated content between the airing content in radio and the content in social media. The second was interviewing the 
Integrated off-air, on-air program and Instagram
Gen FM has an off air program in the form of a workshop that teaches listeners how to turn a comic into a radio drama. The program was held at several universities at different times. If the promotion of the show is only broadcast on the Gen FM as a media crosshairs the listener will forget where and when it will be held its activities.
Therefore they also create similar messages in Instagram as seen in Figure 2 . 
Integration between on-air program Instagram and YouTube
One day Bahana FM invited the group band Gigi to fill the Bahana Morning Sequence The 2nd ICVHE 
Integration between on-air program and Twitter
In Gen FM there is a program called 'Gen Tulatit' which is a song request program.
In order to attract the listeners to participate in the program, the social media officer should make a tweet in Twitter regarding the beginning of the program in the same time or directly after the announcer opening the program. She is also has to make an
Instagram message by putting interested figure such as caricature that she made or take from somewhere with the message is still invitation to participate to the program.
As seen in Figures 5 and 6 . The 2nd ICVHE 
Discussion
Based on interviews with the two informants, they said that the difficulty they face at the beginning of getting a job as a social media officer, is when working on graphic design, such as making a poster for an online promotion or promotion of a radio program. They say a minimum if they are taught the use of Adobe Photoshop they have no trouble. It would be even better if they were also taught graphic design.
They do not have any problems when they get the task of doing video editing, and taking videos or photos, this is because they get video and photo material in some broadcasting courses.
According to the observer, actually the material about graphic design which is the subject matter of the Advertising department can also be given to the broadcasting students by entering this material in several lecture programs from several subjects such as the writing of radio script, production and distribution of new media, and Web programming. Similarly, for student advertising can also be taught videography and video editing that enter as unit of lectures in several courses. This can provide additional skills for both broadcasting and advertising students.
Conclusion and Recommendation

Conclusion
1. Broadcasting students need additional materials for graphic design so that they can meet the needs of the industry, especially the radio industry in a position as a social media officer 2. Advertising students can also work in the radio industry as social media officers, but they must be provided with courses related to videography and photography.
Recommendation
1. For broadcasting students the design graphic materials could be put as some several subjects in several lectures such as radio script writing, production and distribution new media and web programming 2. For advertising students the videography and video editing could be put in Production and Distribution Digital Media lecture, while the photography material has been taught in Advertising Photography lecture.
